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Abstrat
This report is a ontinuation of the student projet "Evaluation of Trinnov
Optimizer audio reprodution system". It will further investigate the
properties and funtion of the Trinnov Optimizer, a orretion system for
audio reprodution systems. During the student projet measurements were
performed in an anehoi lab to provide information on the funtionality and
abilities of the Trinnov Optimizer. Massive amounts of data were reorded,
and that has also been the foundation of this report. The new work that has
been done is by interpreting these results through the use of Matlab.
The Optimizer by Trinnov [11℄ is a standalone system for reprodution
of audio over a single or multiple loudspeaker setup. It is designed to
orret frequeny and phase response in addition to orreting loudspeaker
plaements and anel simple early reetions in a multiple loudspeaker
setup. The purpose of further investigating this issue was to understand
more about the soundeld produed around the listening position, and to
give more detailed results on the hanges in the soundeld after orretion.
Importane of orreting the system not only in the listening position, but
also in the surrounding area, is obvious beause there is often more than one
listener. This report gives further insight in physial measurements rather
than subjetive statements, on the performane of a room and loudspeaker
orretion devie.
WinMLS has been used to measure the system with single, and multiple
mirophone setups. Some results from the earlier student projet are also
in this report to verify measurement methods, and to show orrespondene
between the dierent measuring systems. Therefore some of the data have
been ompared to the Trinnov Optimizer's own measurements and appear
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similar in this report. Some errors found in the initial report, the results
from the phase response measurements, have also been orreted.
Multiple loudspeakers in a 5.0 setup have been measured with 5
mirophones on a rotating boom to measure the soundpressure over an area
around the listening position. This allowed the eet of simple reetions
anellation, and the ability to generate virtual soures to be investigated.
For the spei ases that were investigated in this report, the Optimizer
showed the following:
 Frequeny and phase response will in every situation be optimized to
the extent of the Optimizers algorithms.
 Every ase shows improvement in the frequeny and phase response
over the whole measured area.
 Diret frontal reetions was deonvolved up to 300Hz over the whole
measured area with a radius of 56m.
 A reetion from the side was deonvolved roughly up to 200Hz for
mirophones 1 through 3, up to a radius of 31.25m, and up to 100Hz
for mirophones 4 and 5.
 The ability to reate virtual soures orresponds fairly to the
theoretial expetations.
The video sequenes that were developed give an interesting new angle on
the problems that were investigated. Other than looking at plots of dierent
angles whih is diult and time onsuming, the videos showed an intuitive
perspetive that enlightened the same issues as the ommon presented data
of frequeny and phase response measurements.
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1Introdution
Home inema is beoming a standard of every home and never before have the
average Joe been more aware of the quality of audio surrounding us on a daily
basis. Mp3 players and Walkman mobile phones are in everybody's pokets,
and we annot esape the musi anywhere. Musi is lose to synonymous
with audio, and few people these days an say that they do not have a
relationship with musi or audio. Not everybody has knowledge about audio,
but almost everybody has an opinion. Audio professionals are trying to push
the limits on sampling, frequeny range, dynami range and overall quality,
but does our equipment math the quality?
Multihannel audio reprodution systems have in the last few years been
aepted into the line of onsumer eletronis. The evolvement from stereo
reprodution developed in the 60's has been slow, and the problems with
stereo has had very little eet on people ompared to the prie of upgrading
to a bigger system. Movie theater systems have been about 20 years ahead
of the home inema systems with early prodution of lms with multiple
disrete audio hannels.
Multihannel audio for home use has had a major breakthrough with
the launhing of the DVD format. Some of the former formats have been
Quadrophonie, Ambisonis and Dolby Surround with four speakers, and
Dolby Pro Logi with a ve speaker setup similar to the 5.1 format most
ommon today. All these formats have dierent ways of enoding and
deoding audio information to and from two separate audio hannels. The
tehnologial progress within audio equipment has made omponents a lot
heaper, and has eased integration into onsumer produts. The prie of
getting movie theater audio formats into the home has been drastially
redused, and the DVD has ontributed strongly to lear the way for prie and
onveniene needed to bring multihannel surround sound into the home.
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A major problem with high sound quality sound reprodution are the
surroundings in whih it is being played bak. Controlled environments
like sound prodution studios an be diult enough, but yet a lot easier
than the average livingroom or home theater. The sound studio senario is
usually only a single studio engineer listening in the sweetspot, and the
walls are usually treated with absorbants to reate an easy ontrollable
environment. The loudspeakers are at a greater extent plaed at the orret
angles aording to the mixing standard. The room has been ustomized to
reprodue audio orretly. This report will show the simplest of senarios
rereated in an anehoi hamber to show the basi diulties of high quality
sound reprodution that of ourse apply for studio and home systems.
Prodution studios need to uphold the high produt quality through
the whole prodution hain. This requires analyti prodution studios with
orret referene throughout the entire prodution line. A reording might
go through several dierent sound reording, prodution, and broadasting
studios before it ends up at the listeners loation. This means that the
listening environment in eah and every studio should be as equal as possible
to prevent unwanted room inuene on the reording. In many situations it
may be diult to provide suh an environment when for example sitting in
a very small room or a TV-networks Outside Broadasting truk. Properties
of the room are important due to possible pereived dierenes in sound
quality in several distint rooms.
The Optimizer by Trinnov [11℄ is designed to orret frequeny and
phase response in addition to orreting loudspeaker plaements in a
multiple loudspeaker setup. The Optimizer is a powerful omputer with
multiple soundards doing realtime audioprosessing. The system onsists
of the omputer itself and a four apsule mirophone measuring both
impulseresponse and position of eah loudspeaker. The system will be
orreted in the measured sweetspot, whih would be the preferred listening
position.
The Optimizer gives the sound engineer the possibility to maintain the
same referene regardless of the studio he/she is working in. It will try to
eliminate the dierenes between listening rooms and audio equipment to
give the exat same listening experiene anywhere.
Work is urrently being done to implement Optimizer tehnology in
surround reeivers. The existing Optimizer is too expensive for home use.
This kind of proessing will undoubtedly give the listener an enhaned
listening experiene both through naturally sounding environments in
inema, orret loalization of phantom soures and reprodution of musi.
In home inema the loudspeakers are rarely given the right plaements
beause it does naturally not t with most livingroom interior. This kind
of orretion devie laims to take are of out of position loudspeakers,
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and imitate the intended phantom soures independent of loudspeaker
plaements. Customers an only trust subjetive listening tests and
manufaturers stated information when they ask the question: "Does it
work?" Another problem in out of studio situations, like in the home, is
that the number of listeners are rarely limited to one person. These persons
are likely to sit around the sweetspot, but only one person will be in it.
How well does this system work around the optimal listening position? This
report will investigate and evaluate the Trinnov Optimizer in a physial and
objetive manner in the area surrounding the sweetspot to see what an be
orreted in a multiple listener environment.
An Optimizer have been tested with one and ve loudspeakers in an
anehoi hamber. The soundeld have been measured using a single
mirophone and a ve mirophone boom rotated to reord the soundpressure
over a irle of about 60 m radius around the sweetspot. The boom was
rotated 3
◦
for every impulse response measurement 360
◦
around the sweet
spot.
The eets of optimizing will be investigated through looking at
attening of the frequeny and phase response, orreting wrongly plaed
loudspeakers in a 5.0 setup, and anellation of simple reetions, both from
the front and from the side, in the area around the sweetspot.
Theory will be briey disussed in the next hapter. Chapter 3 will
desribe how the dierent measurements were performed, and the equipment
involved in eah measurement. The onlusive results of the measurements
will be presented in hapter 4 and disussed in hapter 5. A onlusion will
follow the disussion in hapter 6.
3
4
2Theory
The theory onerning the dierent measurements will be briey
disussed and provide referene to in depth literature.
2.1 Frequeny and phase response orretion
The sampled impulseresponse of a system is h(n). The Fourier transform
will be:
H(f) =
∞∑
n=−∞
h(n) ∗ e−j2pifn = |H(f)| ∗ e−j∡H(f) (2.1)
The amplitude response will be: |H(f)|, and the phase response: ∡H(f)
The ideal response for an audio reprodution system would be to have a at
frequeny and a linear phase response.
H(f) =
∞∑
n=−∞
δ(n) ∗ e−j2pifn = e−j2pif (2.2)
|H(f)| =
∣∣∣e−j2pif ∣∣∣ = 1 (2.3)
We see that if the impulse response had been a delta pulse, the
frequeny response would be at aross the entire spetrum. To get a
at spetrum through the audio spetrum, the pulse does not need to be
a perfet delta pulse, but preferably as lose as possible. The problem
is that all reetions, from loudspeaker box and from walls and objets,
and rossover lters introdue both frequeny oloration and phase errors.
Normal onsensus of orreting any loudspeaker system and room has been
to atten frequeny response using equalizing. Using an equalizer without
taking into onsideration the phase response this imposes on the system
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also introdues phase errors and impreise transient reprodution. Paper
by Lipshitz, Popok and Vanderkooy [10℄, disuss the audible eets of
midrange phase distortions, and states that even small phase distortions are
audible. This implies that to reonstrut a soundeld around a listener using
multiple loudspeakers to reate redible virtual soures (see next setion),
the phase response and alignment is ritial.
2.2 Virtual soures and Ambisonis
Amplitude panning is ommonly used in 5.1 surround systems, but works
good only when sitting in the sweetspot (see Fig 2.1). In order to reate
redible virtual soures in an amplitude panning system, the listener must
be positioned equidistant to the speakers in order to avoid an aoustial
ollapse.
The listener to the right (see Fig 2.1(b)) experienes an aoustial
ollapse into the right loudspeaker beause of the timedelay introdued by
a nonsymmetrial position. This is why the enter hannel was originally
introdued. One ould introdue more loudspeakers to try to avoid this
problem, but listeners in dierent positions will still not pereive the same
aoustial origin (see Fig 2.1()). The pereption of virtual soures in a
standard stereo system depends on amplitude dierene and time dierene
between the loudspeakers. The relation between these an be seen in gure
2.1(a).
To get a better loalization, the system ould use an Ambisonis enoder
and deoder. The system investigated in this paper does not use Ambisonis
diretly, but is based on the same priniples. The Ambisonis priniple[1℄
is based on reonstruting the diretivity of the soundeld around a point;
the sweet spot, using spherial (or ylindrial in horizontal plane) harmoni
funtions to desribe the soundeld through spae[12℄. With a multihannel
system you ould reonstrut a wavefront in the viinity of the sweetspot to
reate the pereption of a soundsoure outside the speakers. The number
of loudspeakers in your surround setup determines the order of Ambisonis
that ould be used, and the order determines the radius around the sweetspot
the system an reonstrut the soundeld up to a ertain frequeny. A ve
hannel surround system an support up to 2.order Ambisonis. Higher order
Ambisonis[6℄ has not yet been ommerialized due to the need of a large
amount of loudspeakers, though it exists within aademi iruits.
Equation 2.4 and 2.5 [2℄ states that ve loudspeakers an only reprodue
Ambisonis of order one in 3 dimensions, and order two in 2 dimensions.
L3D ≥ (N + 1)
2
(2.4)
L2D ≥ 2M + 1 (2.5)
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(a)
Soure loation in stereo [5℄
L1 L2
Perceived
RL
Perceived
L2
L1
VS2 VS1
L1 L2
(b) ()
Pereived soure Problem with more speakers
Figure 2.1: Pereption problem in amplitude panning
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where L is the number of loudspeakers in the reprodution system, and
N = M is the order of Ambisonis. M = k ∗ r0 where k =
2pi
λ
= 2pi∗f
c
is the
wavenumber, f the frequeny, and  is the speed of sound. This shows that in
a standard home theater system with a 5.1 system, only the rst and seond
order an be used. In this paper only the horizontal plane will be disussed.
2.3 Reetion anellation
Reetions ause frequeny oloration and phase errors. A attening of
the frequeny and phase response would imply that reetions also were
ompensated for. Early reetions an be ompensated for with the proess
of digital deonvolution tehniques. In pratie this is the same priniple
used in noise anellation. The loudspeaker will send out an inverse polarity
opy of the reeted wavefront and they will anel one another. When the
reetions beome many and turn into reverberation there is no longer a
possible way to perform a funtional deonvolution, and the use of linear
phase equalization is muh more eient.[11℄
The eet of a single reetion an be seen in gure 2.2, where we observe
a strong omblter eet on the signal with the reetion due to positive and
negative interferenes. The eet is repeated up through the spetrum, and
the spaing between these interferenes is related to the timedelay of the
reetion.
2.4 Trinnov Optimizer
The Optimizer system onsists of a sound proessor to perform measurements
and realtime audio prosessing, and a four apsule mirophone. The
Optimizer is inserted into the signalhain right before the systems ampliers.
The measuring mirophone is plaed in the listening spot and the mahine
will measure all hannels and alulate inverse lters for attening of the
frequeny and phase response from eah speaker/amplier/room response.
Simple reetions will be anelled to a ertain extent. Loudspeaker positions
will be ompensated for by remapping signals to ahieve orret loalization
aording to a standardized 5.0 setup. This remapping method, and
moving of the physial soures, relates to the funtions of an Ambisonis[1℄
system. The soundeld around the listening position is alulated through
the use of a Fourier-Bessel deomposition into a sum of spherial harmoni
funtions trough a remapping matrix that has a referene in i.e. ITU 775[3℄
(for a 5.1 system)[11℄. This results in a orret reprodution of virtual soures
even though the loudspeakers are not orretly positioned.
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Figure 2.2: Frequeny and phase response of a single speaker with and
without a simple reetion. Deibel values are unalibrated.
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10
3Measurement method
All measurements were performed in a former student projet.
Due to the omplexity of some measurements, this information
about how the measurements were performed is provided in this
report as well. This hapter will show the dierent equipment and
senarios investigated in this report. This is neessary in order
to understand the interpreted data. All measurements have been
done in the NTNU aoustis anehoi hamber.
The systems that have been used for measuring are:
 Trinnov Optimizer, with alibrated four apsule mirophone.
 WinMLS system, using single Norsoni mirophone.
 WinMLS system, using 5 Norsoni Mirophones on boom mounted on
turntable.
The loudspeakers used are Dynaudio Aoustis BM6A, self powered
loudspeaker. The dierent senarios have been measured both with and
without orretion performed by the Optimizer. see gure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Trinnov Optimizer
Microphone
Trinnov
Loudspeakers
Optimizer
Trinnov
Microphones
Turntable
Norsonic Computer
w/WinMLS
Figure 3.2: Blokdiagram of equipment
3.1 Using the Trinnov Optimizer
The Optimizer is inserted into the signal hain before the ampliers, in
this ase before the self-powered loudspeakers (see blokdiagram 3.2). The
four apsule mirophone (see gure 3.5) is plaed in the listening position
faing towards the enter speaker. Pressing the Optimize button on the
Optimizer initiates a measuring sequene going through all speakers one at
a time using an MLS signal to determine the impulse response from eah
and every one of the speakers. This proedure ensures two things: The
Optimizer now knows the impulse response of eah signal hain (all ampliers
and loudspeakers trough room), and the exat position of all the speakers
in distane, and azimuth/elevation angles. The display of the Optimizer
now shows both the optimal loudspeaker plaements, and the position of the
atual measured speakers. see gure 3.6. There are a ouple of hoies for
12
(a) (b)
Norsoni mi Setup with boom and turntable
Figure 3.3: Mirophones, boom and turntable in anehoi room
orretion: Compansation and Spatial optimization are the two main menus.
Compansation turns frequeny and phase attening on and o. Spatial
optimization presents the options: Distane, AutoRoute, 2d Remap, and
Remapped. These determines wether to just orret distane to speakers in
time and amplitude, or to remap the input signal to the atual speakers to
orret the plaement angle of the speakers.
3.2 Using the multiple mirophone measurement
setup
The Optimizer mi was plaed in the listening position, and the Optimize
sequene was performed. The Optimizer mi was now removed, and ve
Norsoni mirophones were plaed on a mirophone boom in a straight line
with a position of 6.25m, 18.75m, 31.25m, 43.75m, 56.25m from the
enter of the mirophone stand. see gure 3.8. Mirophone number one is
positioned loser to the stand to get a measurement lose to what ould be
onsidered the radius of the listeners head. The radius of the area of reorded
soundpressure was deided to be enough to see the eets of the system in
the viinity of the listening position. The distane between the mirophones
gives a spaial resolution of about f = c
λ∗2 =
340
0.125m∗2 = 1360Hz The
mirophone stand was mounted on a turntable positioned in the enter of
13
Figure 3.4: Mirophone ampliers
(a) (b)
Figure 3.5: Trinnov Optimizer mirophone
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Figure 3.6: Loudspeakerpositions top view [11℄
the listening position, and was able to rotate 360
◦
. see gure 3.3(b).
The mirophoneboom was rotated 360
◦
with 3
◦
inrements to sample 5
mirophones through 120 measured angles totaling 600 impulseresponses per
measurement. See gure 3.7
3.3 Measuring senarios
3.3.1 Phase and frequeny response measurements
Sweetspot measurement
The measurements of phase and frequeny response to provide bakground
and referene to the validity of further results were done with a single
loudspeaker in the anehoi room. This was done to minimize possible
reetive objets and test the simplest possible environment. The speaker
was rst measured with the Optimizer system. Then a Norsoni mirophone
was plaed right next to the Optimizer mirophone apsules, and measured
again with WinMLS. Position of loudspeaker relative to mirophone is stated
in table 3.1.
Speaker Distane Elevation Azimuth
1 2.48m -5.8
◦
-2.1
◦
Table 3.1: Measured position of loudspeaker
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1 2 3 4 5
6.25cm
31.25cm
43.75cm
56.25cm
18.75cm
Figure 3.7: Mirophone positions during one measurement
1 2 3 4 5
31.25cm 43.75cm 56.25cm18.75cm6.25cm
Figure 3.8: Mirophone boom
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Figure 3.9: Single loudspeaker measurements
Outside sweetspot
The measurements that provide information of the performane of the
Optimizer outside the sweetspot were obtained using the mirophone boom.
See setion 3.2.
3.3.2 Reetion anellation
Measurements on the ITU 775 system were performed using the multiple
mirophone setup. See setion 3.2. Two senarios involving reetors were
investigated:
Bakreetor
A reetor was plaed behind the enter loudspeaker to simulate a wall
behind it (see g 3.10). The measuring signal was played only through the
enter speaker. The measured soundpressure will indiate a diret sound
and a delayed reetion ausing the eets desribed in setion 2.3. This
was done to investigate the simplest kind of reetion aused by a single
reetive surfae behind the enter speaker. The intention was to see what
orretions the Optimizer was able to make in the area around the sweetspot.
17
Figure 3.10: Frontreetor in anehoi room
Sidereetor
A reetor was plaed on the side of the loudspeaker setup (see gure 3.11).
The measuring signal was played only through the enter speaker. The
reetor will reate a delayed reetion at an inidene angle dierent from
the diret sound of the loudspeaker. This was performed beause this kind
of reetion will be muh harder to anel beause its origin is not at the
angle of any loudspeaker.
3.3.3 Loudspeaker plaement orretion and virtual soures
Five loudspeakers were plaed perfetly aording to the ITU 775[3℄ standard
(see gure 3.12(a)). Sine sweep measuring signal was sent only to the
rear right loudspeaker. Measurements were performed aording to setion
3.2. The right rear loudspeaker was moved (see gure 3.12(b)) and a
new measurement was performed with the Optimizer to reord the new
loudspeaker positions. Another measurement (se 3.2) was performed to
reord the soundeld from the loudspeaker in the wrong plae. The
Optimizer was now set to 2dRemap the signal bak to its original position,
whih means it will try to reate a virtual soure at the original rear right
loudspeakers position. New measurements (se 3.2) were performed to reord
the orreted eld.
18
Figure 3.11: Sidereetor in anehoi room
(a) (b)
ITU 775 Displaed surround right speaker
Speaker Distane Elevation Azimuth
1 1.84m 0.2
◦
29.9
◦
2 1.83m −2.9◦ −30.8◦
3 1.77m −2.5◦ 0.5◦
4 1.75m 0.3
◦
109.5
◦
5 1.80m −1.3◦ −111.5◦
Speaker Distane Elevation Azimuth
1 1.83m 1.7
◦
30.1
◦
2 1.82m −2.1◦ −30.8◦
3 1.75m −1.1◦ 0.4◦
4 1.76m 0.5
◦
110.7
◦
5 1.67m −1.7◦ −137.0◦
Figure 3.12: Trinnov Optimizer loudspeaker layout
19
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4Results
The results will be presented in this hapter. Some results may
be similar to previously presented work, but provide substantial
information for understanding and validity of further results.
All performed measurements have been exeuted to further
haraterize the performane of the Trinnov Optimizer in an
anehoi room, with single and multiple loudspeaker setups. All
WinMLS measurements have been proessed through Matlab
in order to get these results. Short desriptions of of the
Matlab prosessing will be mentioned in eah setion. WinMLS
measurements were done using mentioned equipment. see list A
4.1 Bakground
4.1.1 Straightening the impulse response
Although it is implied that the impulse response must be lose to a delta
pulse in order to get an unolored spetrum, it will be shown in gure 4.1
how the Trinnov Optimizer performs at this task. Parts of the ode in B.1
was used, and an be viewed for detailed information about this proess.
4.1.2 Frequeny response measurements
The plots 4.2, show smoothed results for both Trinnov and WinMLS
measurements. This states the similarities between the measurements, and
are shown to validate the further use of only WinMLS measurements. Parts
of the ode in B.1 was used, and an be viewed for detailed information
about this proess.
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Figure 4.1: Straightening of the impulse response. Before; red, after; green.
(a) (b)
Before orretion After orretion
(blue:Trinnov) (blue:Trinnov)
Figure 4.2: Frequeny response measurements using Optimizer and WinMLS
systems. The data is smoothed, and deibel values are unalibrated.
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4.1.3 Phase response measurements
The measurements of the phase response on a single loudspeaker in an
anehoi environment have been revised beause of a frequeny resolution
error disovered in the matlab ode. The new results show the orretion
of the loudspeakers phase response. To nd the phase response of the
loudspeaker, the initial(propagation) delay of the system must be removed.
This has been performed in Matlab by using the slope of the total phase
response [13℄. This means; Propagation delay has been removed when
showing phase response data! All phase plots in this report inlude
only the response of the loudspeaker and reetions that may
follow. The impulse response had to be upsampled to obtain the needed
preision. Parts of the ode in B.1 was used, and an be viewed for detailed
information about this proess.
These measurements were done using both the Trinnov Optimizer system
with belonging alibrated mirophone, and WinMLS system. The plots show
Trinnov and WinMLS measurements before and after orretion. see 4.3
(a) (b)
Before orretion After orretion
(red:Trinnov) (red:Trinnov)
Figure 4.3: Phase response measurements using Trinnov Optimizer and
WinMLS systems. Note that Trinnov measurements are smoothed, WinMLS
measurements are not. Propagation delay has been removed.
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4.2 The soundeld around the listening position
The plots 4.5 to 4.9 show the orretion of the soundeld around the
sweetspot at angles 0
◦
, 90
◦
and 180
◦
. These measurements have been done
using the ve loudspeaker setup in the anehoi hamber. Audiosoure
was the enter loudspeaker. These three angles were hosen just to see
what the soundeld looks like at dierent positions around the sweetspot,
also to get an idea of what was ausing imperfetions in the measurement
setup. This an be seen by investigating small reetions that appear in the
impulseresponses to try to determine what auses them.
The gathered data shows the behavior of the orretion devie in the
area surrounding the sweetspot when there are no external interferenes.
This data 4.5 - 4.9 is obtained by using Matlab sript B.1.
1
6 otave band
smoothing have been used on both frequeny and phase responses to still
see some detail, while this is also onsidered to be a greater resolution than
what is pereived by the human ear.
2
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Figure 4.4: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.5: Responses around the listening position before and after
orretion at angle 0
◦
.
1
6 otave band smoothing have been used, and
propagation delay has been removed in phase plots.
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Figure 4.6: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.7: Responses around the listening position before and after
orretion at angle 90
◦
.
1
6 otave band smoothing have been used, and
propagation delay has been removed in phase plots.
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Figure 4.8: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.9: Responses around the listening position before and after
orretion at angle 180
◦
.
1
6 otave band smoothing have been used, and
propagation delay has been removed in phase plots.
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4.3 Video sequenes
Trying to visualize a soundeld is not easy, but hopefully a few video
sequenes reated will help enlighten and onrm the results obtained
in the next hapters. The sequenes were obtained from the measured
impulseresponses and illustrate a delta pulse being played through a speaker
and the soundeld propagating from it. An example of how the video layout
appears is in gure 4.10. The top left visualization is a series of measurements
ontaining some sort of error. The top right, is the same measurement
orreted by the Optimizer. The bottom right is the same senario without
the error, thus the referene, or the way the soundeld is wanted. And
the bottom left is the dierene between the orreted senario and the
referene senario. It must be noted that the most interesting of the four
visualizations is the bottom left one. This indiates the dierene between a
senario where the wrongful parts of the soundeld has been orreted and
the desired soundeld.
The sript in appendix B.2.1, gives information about whih data is going
to be proessed by the video sripts. It alls on two funtions, one that
organizes data into big matrixes and reates the axis vetors B.2.2, and
one that makes the video sequenes by adding one plot at a time into an
avi objet B.2.3. The last mentioned sript plots the 600 values of the
impulseresponses over the measured area sample by sample, and puts the
plot into an avi sequene. This means that at a given time/plot, the index
of all the 600 impulseresponses will be the same. When these plots are played
bak through the avi le it is possible to see how the pulse propagates from
the loudspeaker through the measured area.
The videos are from the front and side reetion senarios as well as the
misplaed loudspeaker senario. The names of the videos will be stated in
the respetive setions. The videos have been tested and found working on
VLC media player, a freeware media player for Windows and Linux.
4.4 Investigation of Reetion Canellation
It has been shown that the Optimizer was able to anel the eets of a
reetion up to 300Hz [13℄. The reetion investigated was a simple reetion
from behind the enter loudspeaker, and the results were only seen from the
mirophone losest to the enter of the listening position. We will now take a
look at more measurements from the bakreetion senario, and add another
ase, the sidereetion. This data was obtained by using a sript similar to
the one in appendix B.1.
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Figure 4.10: Layout example of the movie sequenes.
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4.4.1 Frontreetion
A wooden board was plaed behind the enter loudspeaker, see gure 3.10,
and impulse responses were reorded through this loudspeaker. The reeived
audio signal at the measuring points was a ombination of diret audio
from the enter loudspeaker, and a reetion from the front. The results
an be seen in gures 4.12 to 4.16. The video sequene that belongs to
these measurements is alled: Frontreetion senario BW300Hz 10fps.avi.
BW300 means that the data is downsampled to 300Hz bandwidth. The video
should be used to illustrate the ndings in this hapter.
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Figure 4.11: Situation for the plots on the following page.
4.4.2 Sidereetion
A wooden board was plaed at one side of the loudspeaker setup. See gure
3.11. The reeived audio signal at the measuring points was a ombination of
diret audio from the enter loudspeaker, and a reetion from the side. The
results an be seen in gures 4.18 to 4.22. The measurement at 180
◦
had to be
replaed by the measurement at 177
◦
beause of a measurement error of mi
4 and 5. The video sequene that belongs to these measurements is alled:
Sidereetion senario.. BW300Hz or BW150Hz 5fps.avi. BW300 or
BW150 means that the data is downsampled to 300Hz or 150Hz bandwidth.
The video should be used to illustrate the ndings in this hapter.
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Figure 4.12: Before and after frontreetion orretion at angle 0
◦
.
1
6 otave
band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been removed
in phase plots.
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Figure 4.13: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.14: Before and after frontreetion orretion at angle 90
◦
.
1
6 otave
band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been removed
in phase plots.
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Figure 4.15: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.16: Before and after frontreetion orretion at angle 180
◦
.
1
6
otave band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been
removed in phase plots.
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Figure 4.17: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.18: Before and after sidereetion orretion at angle 0
◦
.
1
6 otave
band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been removed
in phase plots.
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Figure 4.19: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.20: Before and after sidereetion orretion at angle 90
◦
.
1
6 otave
band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been removed
in phase plots.
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Figure 4.21: Situation for the plots on the following page.
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Figure 4.22: Before and after sidereetion orretion at angle 177
◦
.
1
6 otave
band smoothing have been used, and propagation delay has been removed
in phase plots.
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4.5 Virtual soures and pereived angle of
aoustial origin
The Trinnov Optimizers ability to reate virtual soures was tested by
physially moving one of the ve loudspeakers away from the ideal position.
It was then set to remap the soure bak to its original position. See g
3.12. This was done beause it is often diult, impossible or impratial
to plae loudspeakers in a studio or a home theater system aording to the
ITU-775 [3℄ standard. Funtionality of a remapping devie would be highly
pratial in every studio and home theater to enhane the performane of the
system and still use pratial loudspeaker plaements. The video sequene
that belongs to these measurements is alled: Virtual soures senario..
BW300Hz or BW150Hz 5fps.avi. BW300 or BW150 means that the data is
downsampled to 300Hz or 150Hz bandwidth. The video should be used to
illustrate the ndings in this hapter.
4.5.1 Finding pereived angle
The following gures were reated in Matlab by an algorithm that was
made to see at whih angle eah mirophone pereived the aoustial origin.
In the gures 4.23 to 4.26, eah senario is explained by abbreviations:
omp - frequeny/phase ompensation, opt(2dRemap) - optimization to use
remapping matrix to generate virtual soures. The dierent markers in the
gures indiate where the dierent mirophones pereive the aoustial
origin.
To get results from these measurements it was neessary to lowpass the
measured impulseresponses in order to get a bandwidth limited signal with
reasonable performane expetany from the Optimizer. By lowpassing the
impulseresponses it beame apparent that it was diult to determine the
details of the propagation delay using the method desribed in the phase
measurements setion. Knowing that a mirophone moving in a irle will
have a propagation delay following a sinus pattern, a sinusoidal urve t was
used to nd the the point where the propagation delay was the smallest.
This algorithm is based only on time delay, and nds at what angle the
sound appears from rst. The signal was resampled and the angle of the
mirophoneboom whih had the lowest propagation delay was found. This
angle was onsidered to be the angle of whih the origin of the soure would
appear.
The full bandwidth measurements use the slope of the phase response
to nd the time delay. Details an be found in the sript in appendix
B.6.1. The lowpassed measurements used the sinusoidal urve tting method
desribed earlier. Details about this method an be investigated in the sript
in appendix B.6.2.
This has been measured for full bandwidth and lowpassed to 375Hz,
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187Hz and 93Hz. The data from the 93Hz were disarded beause of severe
degradation due to heavy downsampling.
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Figure 4.23: Pereived soundsoure playing from the enter speaker and right
surround speaker.
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Figure 4.24: Pereived soundsoure playing from the displaed right surround
speaker. Full bandwidth.
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Figure 4.25: Pereived soundsoure playing from the displaed right surround
speaker. 375Hz bandwidth.
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Figure 4.26: Pereived soundsoure playing from the displaed right surround
speaker. 187Hz bandwidth.
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4.5.2 Frequeny response error estimate
The plots 4.27, show the error in frequeny response over the measured area
around the listening position. The dierent gures show several dierent
lowpassed senarios to illustrate the performane of the reonstrution
tehnique. The seleted frequenies are natural instanes of the sampling
frequeny(48kHz) being divided by two: 750Hz, 375Hz, 187Hz, and 93Hz.
Expeted theoretial performane is stated in table 4.1.
The error is alulated from:
Freq Response Error = 10log10
(
Frequeny Response
Frequeny Response Referene
)
(4.1)
Frequeny Response is the frequeny response of the system measured
with the right surround loudspeaker out of position and optimized using
2dRemap optimization. The Referene is the system measured with the
right surround loudspeaker in the orret position with frequeny and phase
orretion on. This means that the plots should show a value of 0 if
measurements were ideally equal. In the ideal senario the reprodued
soundeld around the listening position should be an exat opy of the
physial soundeld from before the loudspeaker was moved.
The sript for performing this is presented in appendix B.6.3.
Mi Radius Theoretial frequeny reonstrution range
1 6.3m 860Hz
2 18.75m 288Hz
3 31.25m 173Hz
4 43.75m 124Hz
5 56.25m 96Hz
Table 4.1: Theoretial frequeny reonstrution limit of a 2D 2.order
Ambisonis system.
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Figure 4.27: Error estimate. Note that the frequeny axis are dierent from
mi to mi.
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5Disussion
The Trinnov Optimizers performane has been tested on room
orretion issues outside of the sweetspot in four dierent ases.
Correting one loudspeaker, one loudspeaker with a reetion from
the front, one loudspeaker with a reetion from the side, and a
loudspeaker with the wrong position. The measurements have
been performed earlier with the use of WinMLS. The results from
these measurements will be disussed in this hapter.
5.1 Bakground measurements
It an easily be seen that the orretion has a tremendous eet on the
impulse response. The Optimizer performs well in leaning up unwanted
eets and imperfetions in the loudspeaker. This implies the eets that
was seen in the previous setion of a pretty at frequeny and phase response.
This will in theory mean that within ertain limits it will not matter what
kind of loudspeaker you own beause the properties of the loudspeaker is
determined by the impulse response. If the impulse response an be orreted
to look the same regardless of what kind of loudspeaker you have it will mean
they sound no dierent either.
The bakground measurements provide referene to prove validness of the
WinMLS data. It is easy to see that the frequeny responses are very similar.
The measurements by the Optimizer and WinMLS are almost idential up to
4kHz (see gure 4.2). The dierene above 4kHz is believed to be aused by
a measurement error. The Optimizer mirophone was not removed during
WinMLS measurement, and the reetion from it may have aused some high
frequeny interferenes. The low frequeny has been leaned up, and the
lower frequeny range of the loudspeaker has in fat improved greatly. The
low end has been pushed a little bit down to give even better low frequeny
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reprodution. The errors aused by the anehoi room not being perfetly
anehoi below 100Hz is handled very niely by the Optimizer.
The phase measurements are now pretty idential (see gure 4.3), and
most of the dierenes are believed to be aused by the fat that the
Optimizer measurement is smoothed, and the WinMLS measurement is not.
It was not onsidered a priority to develop a smoothing algorithm that takes
phaseshifts into onsideration. The dierenes around 300Hz, a ouple of
phaseshifts in the WinMLS measurements, are aused by the smoothing
of the Optimizer. The plots now show a signiant improvement of the
measured phase response, and the Optimizer has ompensated for a lot of
the phase delay of the high frequenies of the loudspeaker and made the
response atter above about 100Hz. The overall phase delay has improved,
and phase ripple has beome smaller in the higher frequenies. It has been
shown that the detetion of the propagation delay worked perfetly and that
all phaseresponses presented later in the results are purely the response of
the loudspeaker and the room.
5.2 The soundeld around the listening position
The soundeld by the ve mirophones has been investigated at three angles:
0
◦
, 90
◦
, and 180
◦
. At a rst glane over the measurements at the three
dierent angles (gure 4.5 - 4.9) one an see that the impulseresponses(IR)
have been severely straightened. The immediate attention then goes to the
small reetions later in the IR. The measurements have been done in an
anehoi hamber, and reetions should be redued to a minimum. By
taking a look at IR at 0
◦
and 180
◦
, it an be observed that the reetions
arrive at approximately the same time at all mirophones. This would imply
that whatever reetion that auses this eet must be symmetri over a line
drawn from the enter speaker and down through the enter of the sweetspot.
By looking at the IR at 90
◦
(g 4.7), it an be seen that the order of the pulses
reeived imply a reetion from eah side. The diret sound omes almost
simultaneously to all ve mirophones, but then the reetions appear in
a sequene: mirophone 5-4-3-2-1-1-2-3-4-5. This onrms a theory of a
reetion from both the rear loudspeakers. The eet is illustrated in gure
5.1.
1
6 otave band smoothing have been used on both frequeny and phase
responses. It an be seen that at 0
◦
4.5, the reetion is not as dominant
as in the 90
◦
4.7 and 180
◦
4.9 ase. The frequeny response is more
aeted by these reetions at 90
◦
and 180
◦
. This an be explained by
the strength of reetion at 180
◦
is greater than at 0
◦


Also at 90
◦
the
reetions are distributed over time and thus more signiant interferene
eets ours. The size of the loudspeakers prevents interferenes in the low
end of the spetrum beause they are aoustially small ompared to the low
50
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Figure 5.1: Reetions aused by the loudspeakers in the setup in anehoi
room
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frequenies.
The overall phase delay is improved in the speaker at all of the angles.
Some high frequeny phase ripple has been anelled in the 0
◦
and 180
◦
ases.
The phase ripple in the 90
◦
ase is still quite signiant in the higher
frequenies.
5.3 Investigation of reetion anellation
Again the same three angles have been investigated.
5.3.1 Frontreetion
Reetor in the front: 4.12 - 4.16. It an be seen that the impulse responses
have been straightened and leaned.
0
◦
: In gure 4.12, the eet of the reetor an be seen around samples
1900-2000. The reetions from the rear speakers appear right after the
one from the reetor. The reetion is inverted and positive through
the orretion proess. It an be seen on the frequeny response that the
Optimizer performs well below 300Hz and above 800Hz, and that it performs
equally in all 5 mirophone positions. The same an be said about the phase
response. Signiantly dereased phase delay from about 200Hz, and some
suessfully removed phase ripple above 2000Hz. The problems seen in the
frequeny response an also be observed in the phase response in the area
between 300Hz and 800Hz, where there is some signiant phase ripple.
90
◦
In gure 4.14, the eet of the reetor an be seen around sample
2020. About the same sample that mirophone 1 reeived the reetion in
the 0
◦
ase. All mirophones in this ase reeive the reetion at about the
same time as for the diret sound. The reetions from the rear loudspeakers
appear all around the reeived pulse from the reetor. The same problem
area an be seen here as with the 0
◦
ase, that there is some ripple in both
the frequeny and phase response between 300 and 800Hz, and the problems
observed without a reetor at all an be found in the higher frequenies
here as well. This is believed to be aused by the reetion from the rear
loudspeakers. The phase response has beome atter after the orretion,
and the performane of the Optimizer seems the same in all 5 measured
positions.
180
◦
: In gure 4.16, the eet of the reetor an be seen around samples
2250-2100. This produes about the same results as the 0
◦
(g 4.12). It has
the same problem areas, and the same performane of the orretion. The
only dierene is that the reetion from the reetor has a longer arrival
time.
As it an be seen for all investigated angles, reetions are more or less
anelled under 300Hz. The video sequene also shows that this works quite
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perfetly for all angles around the sweetspot at all the measured data points.
The lower left video sequene in Frontreetion senario BW300 avi le
5.3.2 Sidereetion
Reetor on the side: 4.18 - 4.22. It an be seen that the impulse
responses have been straightened and leaned. The Optimizers algorithm
for deonvolution will by default try to deonvolve an early reetion with
an arrival time up to: 1000ms(up to 50Hz), 70ms(up to 150Hz), 10ms(up to
500Hz) and 1ms(up to 4kHz). The sidereetion time delay is at the limit
of 10ms after the diret sound from the loudspeaker.
0
◦
: In gure 4.18, the eet of the reetor an be seen around samples
2050. Sine the reetor stood outside the loudspeaker setup, it seems that
the time delay is pretty similar for the reetor and the reetion from
the rear loudspeakers. Thus they an be hard to tell apart in the impulse
response. Here there are some performane dierenes. The Optimizer does
not deonvolve as well any more. It an be seen that the dierene between
the measured positions now is starting to beome visible. Mirophone 1,2
and 3 has a fairly at frequeny response up to 200Hz while mirophone
4 and 5 only stays at up to about 100Hz. The high frequenies seem to
be taken are of, but the problem area has been moved down a ouple of
hundred Hz. The same ounts for the phase response whih atually shows
more phase ripple when moving away from the sweetspot up to about 300Hz.
90
◦
: In gure 4.20, the eet of the reetor an be seen around samples
2070-2140. The same tendenies an be seen here as for the 0
◦
ase. The
frequeny response seems to degrade when stepping further away from the
sweetspot. High frequeny interferenes are present as in the other 90
◦
measurements, most likely due to the dierent arrival time of the reetions
from the rear loudspeakers and the frequeny ontent of these. The same
eets an be observed in the phase response.
177
◦
: The measurement in gure 4.22 was supposed to be at a 180
◦
angle.
Beause of a measurement error in mirophone 4 and 5 in this data, it was
replaed by the measurement at 177
◦
. The eet of the reetor an here be
seen between sample 2060 and 2110. From the frequeny response it an be
seen that mirophone 1 has been orreted up to about 280Hz, but the other
mirophones have a rapid degrading whereas mirophones 2 trough 5 has
been orreted only up to 180Hz. In the phase response one an see a more
gradual degradation from mi 1 to 5 between 200 and 300Hz. Again the
problem area with ripple in both the frequeny and phase response ours
from 200 to 700Hz.
The measurements investigated show that it is more diult to anel
a reetion from the side, sine it is does not have an inidene angle of
a physial loudspeaker. The videos Sidereetion senario BW300 and
BW150 show an interesting eet. The BW300 (downsampled to 300Hz
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bandwidth) video show that there are still reetions visible after orretion,
and the bottom right dierene sequene shows the soundeld wobble
around the sweetspot. The dierene at mirophone 1 is lose to zero,
hene it lies still in the enter while the rest of the soundeld bends around
it. This onrms that reetion anellation works better the loser to the
sweetspot you are. Looking at the BW150 video this shows that the eet
of the reetions under 150Hz has been anelled. This understates previous
statements.
5.4 Virtual soures: Error estimation and per-
eived angle
The gures 4.23 to 4.26 show dierent markers for where the dierent
mirophones alulate the pereived inidene angle of the soundwave. 4.23
show the pereived soure when full bandwidth is being used, and the sound
is played from the enter speaker, and the right surround speaker. All
markers lie inside the speakers that produed the signal, so it an be said
that all ve mirophones pereive the audio to be oming from that diretion.
The next gure 4.24 shows the right surround loudspeaker moved out of its
original position, and it is illustrated that even with the remapping algorithm
running, the soure is still pereived to be inside the speaker when looking
at the full bandwidth. The gure 4.25 shows that when the bandwidth is
redued to 375Hz and the remapping is turned on, the mirophones loser
to the sweetspot pereive the audio to ome from outside the loudspeaker,
loser to its original position. When the bandwidth is redued further 4.26,
the gures show that some of the outer mirophones are moved loser, but
no improvement is observed at the inner mirophones. This is aused by the
fat that the more the data is downsampled, the smaller are the dierenes
between the levels at the dierent angles when the mirophoneboom is
rotated. This makes it muh harder to detet a ertain point where the
propagation delay is the smallest. The inner mirophones has suh little
movement in the rst plae, that it makes it very diult to detet these
small dierenes. Due to the possible error in these gures it ould be
onsidered to take a look at some frequeny response measurements before
omparing the results to theoretial data. The plots 4.27 show the error in
frequeny response for the dierent mirophones over the dierent measured
angles. They have been lowpassed to 750Hz, 375Hz, 187Hz, and 93Hz to
be able to see details of how the frequeny reprodution is reonstruted.
The error is shown in dB dierene between the response of the system
with a displaed loudspeaker, and the referene ITU-775 system (see eq:4.1).
Mirophone 1 seems to have little error all the way up to 750Hz. Mirophone
2 omes a little bit lower at about 600Hz. The errors for mirophone 3
starts at approximately 180Hz, mirophone 4 at 120Hz, and mirophone 5
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at about 80Hz. Compared to theoretial alulations on reonstrution of
the waveeld in table 4.1, the results are lose to the theoretial numbers
exept for mirophone 2 whih performs muh better than expeted. The
theoretial numbers are based on perfet reonstrution. None of the results
are perfet, but an give a good pointer that perfet reonstrution is very
diult to ahieve, and that a perfetly reonstruted frequeny response
does not imply a perfetly reonstruted waveeld.
The videos Virtual soures senario BW300 and BW150 show an
interesting eet. Again the bending eet around the mirophone losest
to the enter an be seen. This eet is smaller for BW150 than BW300,
and this implies what was found in the errorestimate and the pereived angle
sripts.
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6Conlusion
This report has investigated the evaluation of a multihannel audio
reprodution system. Measurements have been done on frequeny
and phase response, reetion anellation, and loudspeaker
plaement orretion. The fous has been on measurements
around the sweetspot. Working with the data has helped develop
useful skills in proessing and manipulating data through the
use of Matlab. Skills in theoretial and pratial understanding
of measurements and important aoustial terms has inreased
together with the insight and understanding of a professional room
orretion unit.
The importane of being ritial and thorough has been tested, and
making only a small error in the phase plot sript made the whole onept
diult until it was straightened out. After looking at these relatively simple
onstruted senarios, and seen how diult they are to interpret, it has
given insight and respet for the omplexity of a reverberant room. The
anehoi measurements have been very useful, and the use of Matlab annot
be underestimated as a powerful tool for postprosessing and interpretation.
It has been shown that with a professional room orretion devie,
the dierenes between loudspeakers and listening environments an be
minimized. Though a at frequeny response is the most disussed topi
when it omes to room orretion, one must not forget the phase. The
phase response of the loudspeaker and room aets the spaial image in a
omplex soundeld suh as musi or speeh. It is important to remember
that transient resolution and phase alignment is important in order to
reate soure images between loudspeakers, and to rereate an harmoni
signal orretly. The orreted phase plots presented in this report have
ommon features; Midrange frequenies are more or less in phase while lower
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frequenies (sub 200Hz) lies a bit ahead and frequenies above 2kHz lie
a little bit behind. The overall phase distane between the high and low
frequenies have improved signiantly. Phase ripple is also a problem, and
the Optimizer deals with this to a ertain extent.
There have been reourring problem areas in the measurements
throughout the whole report, and these are determined by the time of arrival
of the dierent reetions in the room. The Optimizer has a way of nding
out if its orretion algorithms will help or not, and if they will not, they
will only make matters worse. Therefore in these kind of situations they
are not applied. This leads to the reetion anellation whih is basially
determined by the arrival time of the reetion. The Optimizers algorithm
for deonvolution will by default try to deonvolve an early reetion with
an arrival time up to: 1000ms(up to 50Hz), 70ms(up to 150Hz), 10ms(up
to 500Hz) and 1ms(up to 4kHz). But it is shown that the Optimizer has
more trouble trying to anel a reetion whih has an inidene angle that
does not orrespond with a loudspeaker plaement. It ould also be that for
some of the measurements the arrival time of the reetion exeeded 10ms
and therefore the Optimizer would not try to deonvolve. Hene within the
10ms it was shown that the reetion from the front was deonvolved as well
behind the sweetspot as in the front of the sweetspot, whih implies dierent
arrival times of both the reetor and the other loudspeakers reetions.
The fat that a signiant impat ould be observed from the reetions
oming from the loudspeakers in the setup themselves reminds us that
nothing will be easy in a livingroom or other reverberant environment.
Allthough it was diult to obtain data to trust while looking at the
virtual soures senario, the three methods that was used point in the same
diretion as the theory of the subjet. The remapping algorithm works to
a ertain extent based on frequeny and distane from the sweetspot as one
should expet from a spherial harmonis based remapping algorithm using
only ve loudspeakers.
The video sequenes that were developed give an interesting new angle on
the problems that were investigated. Other than looking at plots of dierent
angles whih is diult and time onsuming, the videos showed an intuitive
perspetive that enlightened the same issues as the ommon presented data
of frequeny and phase response measurements. The way the panakes
bends around the middle seems very easy to understand, and shows the
eet that was wanted.
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For the spei ases that were investigated in this report, the Optimizer
showed the following:
 Frequeny and phase response will in every situation be optimized to
the extent of the Optimizers algorithms.
 Every ase shows improvement in the frequeny and phase response
over the whole measured area.
 Diret frontal reetions was deonvolved up to 300Hz over the whole
measured area with a radius of 56m.
 The side reetion was deonvolved roughly up to 200Hz for miro-
phones 1 through 3, up to a radius of 31.25m, and up to 100Hz for
mirophones 4 and 5.
 The ability to reate virtual soures orresponds fairly to the
theoretial expetations.
Possible soures of errors in the measurements an be: imperfetions
in the measuring equipment i.e mirophones and mirophone ampliers,
reetions from objets in the anehoi lab suh as loudspeakers and
mirophones along with their stands, the anehoi lab is only anehoi down
to about 100Hz, bad wiring and mirophone onnetors.
6.1 Possible improvements and ontinuation of the
work
The frequeny and phase response of several dierent loudspeakers ould be
measured. It would be interesting to see how low the quality of the speaker
an be before the Optimizer no longer an ompensate for its imperfetions.
New measurements ould be performed where the reetors position is
investigated a bit more. How to get the best possible deonvolution from
the Optimizer? The next step would be to take the system out of the
anehoi room and into a reverberant room to look at behavior with multiple
reetions and reverberation.
Sine all the impulse responses of the system are reorded it would be
possible to onvolve dierent signals into the room and make new video
sequenes of how they propagate. Sinusoids and simple musi or speeh
signals an be used.
More loudspeakers ould be investigated with a 7, 16 or 24 hannel
Optimizer.
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AEquipment
Loudspeakers: Dynaudio Aoustis BM6A g: 3.3 (b)
R: 00676249
C: 00487311
L: 00676253
RS: 00562178
LS: 00487300
Computer with WinMLS and 6h soundard
Mirophone amp: Norsoni 366 g: 3.4
Mi 1&2: 20615
Mi 3&4: 20626
Mi 5: 18508
All preamps; Gain 20dB, Filtersetting: F, 0V pol, OLfunt: inst
Turntable : Norsoni NOR265 SER: 29300 g: 3.3 (b)
Mirophones g: 3.3 (a)
Mi 1: Norsoni 1201 SER: 23890 Caps: Norsoni UC:53N 01411
Mi 2: Norsoni 1201 SER: 23823 Caps: Norsoni UC:53N 13574
Mi 3: Norsoni 1201 SER: 20976 Caps: Norsoni UC:53N 01404
Mi 4: Norsoni 1201 SER: 22038 Caps: Norsoni UC:53N 41759
Mi 5: Norsoni 1201 SER: 30517 Caps: Norsoni UC:53N 13558
Mirophone boom g:3.3 (b)
Trinnov Optimizer, ID 815117, Soundard 9632 g: 3.1
Mi V5-11 g: 3.5
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BMatlab ode
The presented Matlab ode is a seletion of the developed ode to give more
in depth information of how the data was obtained. These extrations of
the ode may and may not work depending of surrounding parameters (for
instane names of measured data, diretory struture et.). This ode was
written and run in Matlab 7.4.0 R2007a on a Linux based OS.
B.1 Frequeny, phase and impulse response
%gives impulse, phase and frequency response of measurements. All
5
%microphones and angles 0, 90 and 180 degrees
clear all
for zz=1:2 %1;before 2;after correction
if zz==2
close all
else
end
for jj=[0 90 180] %
for ii=5:−1:1
before = (['optmeas_phys_C_compoff_optoff_deg_' num2str(jj
) 'Ch' num2str(ii) '.wmb']); %name before correction
response
after = (['optmeas_phys_C_compon_optoff_deg_' num2str(jj)
'Ch' num2str(ii) '.wmb']);%name after correction
response
befaf = 'before'; %gives name to plots
if zz==2 %gives before and after
before=after; %changes impulsrespons
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befaf = 'after'; %changes name
else
end
%change attributes of plot area
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20);
scrnsize = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [0 150 scrnsize(3)/2
scrnsize(4)]);
set(0, 'DefaultLineLineWidth', 2);
%load impulse responses before and after compensation
[imp1, fs] = loadimp(before);% fs = sample frequency
imp1 = −imp1; %inverts values because of polarity shift in
measurements
c = 344; % speed of sound
t = [0:1/fs:((length(imp1)−1)/fs)]; %time vector
%plot impulse responses by samples
figure(1+jj)
plot(imp1);
grid on
hold all
xlabel('Samples')
ylabel('Impulse Response')
title(['Impulse Response ' befaf ' correction at ' num2str
(jj) '\circ'])
legend('mic5','mic4','mic3','mic2','mic1')
axis([1500 2200 −300 550]);
saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/loudspeaker/' befaf '
_impulse_deg_' num2str(jj) '.eps']), 'psc2')
%fft of impulse responses to determine initial propagation
delay
nfft = length(imp1)*2+1; %Define fft length
freq1 = fft(imp1,nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq1 = freq1(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
f = fs/nfft*[0:nfft/2−1]; %Construct
frequency vector
unw1 = unwrap(angle(freq1)); %Create unwrapped
phase response
[A1,B1] = linfit(unw1, fs/2/length(f)); %Determining the
slope of the phase response
propdelay1 = (abs(B1*fs/2/pi)); %Using slope to
estimate propagation delay
%upsample by interpolation between samples by factor 10
tup = 0:max(t)/length(t)/10:(1−1/length(t)/10)*max(t);
fsup = fs*10;
imp1re = interp1(t, imp1, tup);
nfftup = length(imp1re)*2+1; %define fft length
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%Cut away propagtion delay
imp1cut = imp1re(round(propdelay1*10)−0:length(imp1re));
%Calculated from original impulse response
%plot phase response of loudspeaker without propagation
delay
nfftnew1 = length(imp1cut)*2+1; %define fft length
freq1lsp = fft(imp1cut,nfftnew1);
freq1lsp = freq1lsp(1:nfftnew1/2);
fnew1 = fsup/nfftnew1*[0:nfftnew1/2−1]; %Construct
individual frequency vector
ph1 = (angle(freq1lsp)*180/pi+10000); %phase response
vector. adds a value to fool F2smospa
[phase, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fnew1,abs(ph1),6,20,20000,500)
; %smooths phase response
figure(2+jj)
semilogx(fvecsmo, phase−10000)
grid on
hold all
axis([20 20000 −185 185]);
title(['Phase Response ' befaf ' correction at ' num2str(
jj) '\circ'])
legend('mic5','mic4','mic3','mic2','mic1')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Phase (degrees)')
saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/loudspeaker/' befaf '
_phase_deg_' num2str(jj) '.eps']), 'psc2')
[y1abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(f,abs(freq1),6,20,20000,500);
%smooths frequency response
%plot frequency responses
figure(3+jj)
semilogx(f,10*log10(abs(freq1)))
axis([20 20000 0 40]);
grid on
hold all
title(['Frequency Response ' befaf ' correction at '
num2str(jj) '\circ'])
legend('mic5','mic4','mic3','mic2','mic1','location', '
SouthEast')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)')
ylabel('Amplitude (dB)')
saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/loudspeaker/' befaf '
_frequency_deg_' num2str(jj) '.eps']), 'psc2')
end
end
end
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B.2 Video sequenes
B.2.1 Call
% Calls functions for creating video sequences
%names and directories of all datasets/measurement data
measnames = {'optmeas_10112007_1738/optmeas_phys_C_compoff_optoff'
'optmeas_10112007_1917/optmeas_phys_C_compon_optoff'...
etc...
[p1,p2,pdiff,pref,phi,r] = videomatrix(cell2mat(measnames(8)),
cell2mat(measnames(9)), cell2mat(measnames(2))); % loads
two different datasets to be investigated and a dataset
with single corrected speaker for reference
%returns impulse response matrixes of the two investigated
%measurements, the difference between them, a reference, an
angle
%vector and a radius vector
[x,y,mov] = avifilemaker(phi, r, p1, p2, pdiff, pref, cell2mat
(measnames(8))); % creates the moviesequence
%returns x,y coordinates and a Matlab movie object
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B.2.2 Build matrixes
function [bigmatrix1, bigmatrix2, bigmatrixdiff, bigmatrixref, phi
, r] = mkbigmatrix2(filename1, filename2, filenameref)
down = 16*10; %defines no. of times downsampling
up = 10; %defines no. of times upsampling for smoother video
playback
samples = (2^12)/down*up; %defines samples to shorten impulse
response
bigmatrix1 = zeros(121, 5, samples); %makes a zero matrix for
dataset 1
bigmatrix2 = zeros(121, 5, samples); %makes a zero matrix for
dataset 2
bigmatrixref = zeros(121, 5, samples); %makes a zero matrix for
reference dataset
bigmatrixdiff = zeros(121, 5, samples); %makes a zero matrix for
difference between 1 or 2 and reference
phi = zeros(121, 5); %makes a zero angle matrix
r = zeros(121, 5); %makes a zero radius matrix
for ii=1:121
%make suitable strings for importing files to matlab
file1a = [filename1 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch1.wmb'];
file2a = [filename1 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch2.wmb'];
file3a = [filename1 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch3.wmb'];
file4a = [filename1 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch4.wmb'];
file5a = [filename1 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch5.wmb'];
file1b = [filename2 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch1.wmb'];
file2b = [filename2 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch2.wmb'];
file3b = [filename2 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch3.wmb'];
file4b = [filename2 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch4.wmb'];
file5b = [filename2 '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch5.wmb'];
file1ref = [filenameref '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch1.wmb'];
file2ref = [filenameref '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch2.wmb'];
file3ref = [filenameref '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch3.wmb'];
file4ref = [filenameref '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch4.wmb'];
file5ref = [filenameref '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch5.wmb'];
%imports/reades files from WinMLS measurement files and
resamples them
file11a = interp(resample(loadimp(file1a), 1, down), up);
file22a = interp(resample(loadimp(file2a), 1, down), up);
file33a = interp(resample(loadimp(file3a), 1, down), up);
file44a = interp(resample(loadimp(file4a), 1, down), up);
file55a = interp(resample(loadimp(file5a), 1, down), up);
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file11b = interp(resample(loadimp(file1b), 1, down), up);
file22b = interp(resample(loadimp(file2b), 1, down), up);
file33b = interp(resample(loadimp(file3b), 1, down), up);
file44b = interp(resample(loadimp(file4b), 1, down), up);
file55b = interp(resample(loadimp(file5b), 1, down), up);
file11ref = interp(resample(loadimp(file1ref), 1, down), up);
file22ref = interp(resample(loadimp(file2ref), 1, down), up);
file33ref = interp(resample(loadimp(file3ref), 1, down), up);
file44ref = interp(resample(loadimp(file4ref), 1, down), up);
file55ref = interp(resample(loadimp(file5ref), 1, down), up);
r(ii,:) = [0.0625,0.1875,0.3125,0.4375,0.5625]; %creates
radius vector
for kk = 1:samples
%shortens and puts into big matrix
bigmatrix1(ii,1,kk) = file11a(kk+60);
bigmatrix1(ii,2,kk) = file22a(kk+60);
bigmatrix1(ii,3,kk) = file33a(kk+60);
bigmatrix1(ii,4,kk) = file44a(kk+60);
bigmatrix1(ii,5,kk) = file55a(kk+60);
bigmatrix2(ii,1,kk) = file11b(kk+50);
bigmatrix2(ii,2,kk) = file22b(kk+50);
bigmatrix2(ii,3,kk) = file33b(kk+50);
bigmatrix2(ii,4,kk) = file44b(kk+50);
bigmatrix2(ii,5,kk) = file55b(kk+50);
bigmatrixref(ii,1,kk) = file11ref(kk+50);
bigmatrixref(ii,2,kk) = file22ref(kk+50);
bigmatrixref(ii,3,kk) = file33ref(kk+50);
bigmatrixref(ii,4,kk) = file44ref(kk+50);
bigmatrixref(ii,5,kk) = file55ref(kk+50);
end
for jj = 1:5
phi(ii,jj) = (ii*3−3);
end
end
bigmatrixdiff = bigmatrix2 + bigmatrix1; %creates difference
matrix between 1 & 2
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B.2.3 Make AVI le
%Makes movie sequence of wave propagation from a single
loudspeaker with and without optimalization by the Trinnov
Optimizer. Resampled
%to see low frequency effects.
function [x,y,mov] = makemov(phi, r, p1, p2, pdiff, pref, name)
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20); % set axes fontsize
[x,y] = pol2cart(phi/180*pi,r); %convert coordinates
pdiff2 = p2−pref; %creates difference matrix between dataset 2 and
reference
circle=zeros(121,5,204); % creates a "zero layer" for visual
reference of 0
mov = avifile('name1', 'compression', 'none', 'fps', 5, 'quality',
10); %creates movie object
a = get(0, 'ScreenSize'); %gets size of screen
h = figure('Position', [0 0 a(3)/2 a(4)]); %sets video size
for ii = 1:length(p1) %adds video frames sample by sample
subplot(2,2,1)
surf(x,y,circle(:,:,1)) %draw zero reference circle
alpha(0.2)
hold on
surf(x,y,p1(:,:,ii))%plot coordinates impulse responses sample
by sample
text(0,0.7, '90\circ', 'FontSize', 20); %set axis angles
text(0.6,0, '0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(−0.7,0, '180\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0,−0.9, '270\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'DataAspectRatioMode', 'auto','PlotBoxAspectRatioMode
', 'auto', 'CameraViewAngleMode', 'auto')
colormap('default')
axis([−0.6 0.6 −0.6 0.6 −5 7]); %set axis size
view(−12,18)%camera angle
caxis([−2 2]); %color range
title('Center speaker with reflector without correction')
axis off
hold off
subplot(2,2,2)
surf(x,y,circle(:,:,1))%draw zero reference circle
alpha(0.2)
hold on
surf(x,y,p2(:,:,ii))
text(0,0.7, '90\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0.6,0, '0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(−0.7,0, '180\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
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text(0,−0.9, '270\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'DataAspectRatioMode', 'auto','PlotBoxAspectRatioMode
', 'auto', 'CameraViewAngleMode', 'auto')
colormap('default')
axis([−0.6 0.6 −0.6 0.6 −5 7]);
view(−12,18)
caxis([−2 2]);
title('Center speaker with reflector with correction')
axis off
hold off
subplot(2,2,3)
surf(x,y,circle(:,:,1))%draw zero reference circle
alpha(0.2)
hold on
surf(x,y,pdiff2(:,:,ii))
text(0,0.7, '90\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0.6,0, '0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(−0.7,0, '180\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0,−0.9, '270\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'DataAspectRatioMode', 'auto','PlotBoxAspectRatioMode
', 'auto', 'CameraViewAngleMode', 'auto')
colormap('default')
axis([−0.6 0.6 −0.6 0.6 −5 7]);
view(−12,18)
caxis([−2 2]);
title('Difference between corrected reflection, and no
reflection')
axis off
hold off
subplot(2,2,4)
surf(x,y,circle(:,:,1))%draw zero reference circle
alpha(0.2)
hold on
surf(x,y,pref(:,:,ii))
text(0,0.7, '90\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0.6,0, '0\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(−0.7,0, '180\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
text(0,−0.9, '270\circ', 'FontSize', 20);
set(gca, 'DataAspectRatioMode', 'auto','PlotBoxAspectRatioMode
', 'auto', 'CameraViewAngleMode', 'auto')
colormap('default')
axis([−0.6 0.6 −0.6 0.6 −5 7]);
view(−12,18)
caxis([−2 2]);
title('Reference: Center speaker without reflector')
axis off
hold off
F = getframe(h); %"gets" movieframe
mov = addframe(mov, F); %adds it to the movie object
disp(['added frame no.' num2str(ii)])
end
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mov = close(mov); %close movie object
% now encode
newdir = (['Videoer/' name '/']);
newfile = ([newdir 'film.avi']);
%use mencoder(linux SW) to encode avi
!mencoder name1.avi −fps 5 −o name1_comp.avi −ovc x264
s = movefile('name1_comp.avi', newfile, 'f') % s returns 0 if
movefile fails to move file
if s==0
mkdir(newdir);
s = movefile('name1_comp.avi', newfile, 'f')
end
%delete original avi file
!rm name1.avi
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B.3 FFT sript
% function returns fft, fftabs, and frequency vector, and plots
logarithmic
% frequency response.
function [y, yabs, f] = plotfft(x, Fs)
nfft = length(x)*2+1;
f = Fs/nfft*[0:nfft/2−1];
y = fft(x, nfft);
y = y(1:nfft/2);
yabs = abs(y);
% loglog(f, abs(y(1:nfft/2)), 'r')
B.4 Linear t sript (by Peter Svensson)
function [A,B,r2] = linfit(segment,∆x);
% linfit makes a line fit to a number of y−values that have
equally
% spread x−values. The algorithm assumes the first x−value to be
0.
%
% Input parameters:
% segment A vector of y−values
% ∆x The step size along the x−axis (e.g. 1/fs)
%
% Output parameters:
% A,B Line coefficients: y = A + B*x
% r2 The squared correlation coefficient
%
% Peter Svensson 981112 (svensson@tele.ntnu.no)
%
% [A,B,r2] = linfit(segment,∆x);
segment = segment(:);
l = length(segment);
sumx = (l−1)*l/2;
sumxx = (l−1)*l*(2*l−1)/6;
sumy = sum(segment);
sumxy = sum([0:l−1].'.*segment);
sumyy = sum(segment.^2);
B = (l*sumxy − sumx*sumy)/(l*sumxx − sumx*sumx);
A = (sumy−B*sumx)/l;
r2 = B*(l*sumxy−sumx*sumy)/(l*sumyy−sumy*sumy);
B = B/∆x;
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B.5 Smoothing sript (by Peter Svensson)
function [F2out,fvecout] = F2smospa(fvec,F2in,octfrac,fstart,fend,
npoints);
% F2smo applies octave−band related smoothing to a squared
% TF magnitude function. A logarithmically spaced output vector
% is generated.
%
% Input parameters:
% fvec A vector with the frequencies that correspond to the
TF.
% They must be equally spaced.
% F2in A vector with the squared Tf magnitudes
% octfrac The octave band fraction: 1 means octave band, 3 means
third octaves etc.
% fstart The first frequency of the output vector
% fend The last frequency of the output vector
% npoints The number of frequnecy values for the output vector
% Output parameters:
% F2out The output vector with smoothed squared TF magnitudes
% fvecout The frequency values of the output vector
%
% Peter Svensson 981223 (peter@ta.chalmers.se)
%
% [F2out,fvecout] = F2smospa(fvec,F2in,octfrac,fstart,fend,npoints
);
% Based on F2smo, by Johan Nielsen
df = fvec(2) − fvec(1);
fvecout = logspace(log10(fstart),log10(fend),npoints);
fvecout = fvecout.';
nfreqsperdecade = npoints/( log10(fend) − log10(fstart));
nfreqsperoctave = nfreqsperdecade*log10(2);
freqmultfac = 2^(1/(2*octfrac));
flosmo = fvecout/freqmultfac; iv1 = round(flosmo/df)+1;
fhismo = fvecout*freqmultfac; iv2 = round(fhismo/df)+1;
ivec = find(iv1<1);
if ¬isempty(ivec),
error(['fstart is too low (',num2str(fstart),')'])
end
ivec = find(iv2 > length(fvec));
if ¬isempty(ivec),
error(['fend is too high (',num2str(fend),')'])
end
F2out = zeros(npoints,1);
F2in = abs(F2in);
for ii=1:npoints,
F2out(ii) = mean(F2in(iv1(ii):iv2(ii)));
end
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B.6 Find angle of loudspeakers
B.6.1 Full bandwidth
clear all
warning off
measnames = {'optmeas_10112007_1738/optmeas_phys_C_compoff_optoff'
'optmeas_10112007_1917/optmeas_phys_C_compon_optoff' ... etc
names = {'Center comp:off opt:off' 'Center comp:on opt:off' '
Center comp:on opt:distance' ... etc
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20);
scrnsize = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [0 150 scrnsize(3)/2 scrnsize(4)])
;
set(0, 'DefaultLineLineWidth', 2);
number = 2^11; %defines samples to shorten impulse response
fs = 48000;
p1 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p2 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p3 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p4 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p5 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
for jj=17:17
tic %time iterations to estimate completion time
currentname = cell2mat(measnames(jj));
ch1 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch2 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch3 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch4 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch5 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
for ii=1:121
%make suitable strings for importing files to matlab
file1 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch1.wmb'];
file2 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch2.wmb'];
file3 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch3.wmb'];
file4 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch4.wmb'];
file5 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch5.wmb'];
%imports files
file11 = LOADIMP(file1);
file22 = LOADIMP(file2);
file33 = LOADIMP(file3);
file44 = LOADIMP(file4);
file55 = LOADIMP(file5);
%shortens and puts into big matrix
ch1(ii,:) = −file11(1:number);
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ch2(ii,:) = −file22(1:number);
ch3(ii,:) = −file33(1:number);
ch4(ii,:) = −file44(1:number);
ch5(ii,:) = −file55(1:number);
% disp(['You have added angle no.' num2str(ii*3−3)
])
nfft = length(ch1)*2+1; %Define fft length
freq1 = fft(ch1(ii,:),nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq1 = freq1(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
freq2 = fft(ch2(ii,:),nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq2 = freq2(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
freq3 = fft(ch3(ii,:),nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq3 = freq3(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
freq4 = fft(ch4(ii,:),nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq4 = freq4(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
freq5 = fft(ch5(ii,:),nfft); %Take fft of
impulse response
freq5 = freq5(1:nfft/2); %Use first half of
fft because of symmetry
f = fs/nfft*[0:nfft/2−1]; %Construct
frequency vector
unw1 = unwrap(angle(freq1)); %Create unwrapped
phase response
unw2 = unwrap(angle(freq2)); %Create unwrapped
phase response
unw3 = unwrap(angle(freq3)); %Create unwrapped
phase response
unw4 = unwrap(angle(freq4)); %Create unwrapped
phase response
unw5 = unwrap(angle(freq5));
[A1,B1] = linfit(unw1, fs/2/length(f)); %Determining the
slope of the phase response
[A2,B2] = linfit(unw2, fs/2/length(f)); %to estimate the
initial delay
[A3,B3] = linfit(unw3, fs/2/length(f)); %Determining the
slope of the phase response
[A4,B4] = linfit(unw4, fs/2/length(f)); %to estimate the
initial delay
[A5,B5] = linfit(unw5, fs/2/length(f)); %Determining the
slope of the phase response
p1(ii, jj) = (abs(B1*fs/2/pi)); %Using slope to
estimate propagation delay
p2(ii, jj) = (abs(B2*fs/2/pi));
p3(ii, jj) = (abs(B3*fs/2/pi)); %Using slope to
estimate propagation delay
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p4(ii, jj) = (abs(B4*fs/2/pi));
p5(ii, jj) = (abs(B5*fs/2/pi)); %Using slope to
estimate propagation delay
end
disp(['I have completed iteration ' num2str(jj) ' of 18....
why?'])
why %to make time go by
time=toc;
disp(['and I used ' num2str(time) ' seconds!'])
disp(' ')
end
%find which index of each vector has the smallest propagation
delay
[a, phisource1] = min(p1);
phisource1 = phisource1*3−3;
[b, phisource2] = min(p2);
phisource2 = phisource2*3−3;
[c, phisource3] = min(p3);
phisource3 = phisource3*3−3;
[d, phisource4] = min(p4);
phisource4 = phisource4*3−3;
[e, phisource5] = min(p5);
phisource5 = phisource5*3−3;
%sort data into matrix
phi = zeros(5,length(measnames));
for kk=1:length(measnames)
phi(1,kk)= phisource1(kk);
phi(2,kk)= phisource2(kk);
phi(3,kk)= phisource3(kk);
phi(4,kk)= phisource4(kk);
phi(5,kk)= phisource5(kk);
end
phi = phi + 90; %rotate to fit loudspeaker setup
%plot perceived angles and loudspeaker setup
for zz = 1:length(measnames)
figure(gcf+1)
plot(cos((phi(1,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(1,zz))*2*pi/360), '+b
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
axis off
hold on
plot(cos((phi(2,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(2,zz))*2*pi/360), 'oy
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(3,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(3,zz))*2*pi/360), '*m
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(4,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(4,zz))*2*pi/360), '.c
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(5,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(5,zz))*2*pi/360), 'xk
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
legend('mic1','mic2','mic3','mic4','mic5')
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title(cell2mat(names(zz)))
xlim([−1.1 1.1])
ylim([−1.1 1.1])
plot(0,1, 's', 'MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((30+90)*2*pi/360), sin((30+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((−30+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−30+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((110+90)*2*pi/360), sin((110+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((−110+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−110+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(0,0, 'o', 'MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b')
if zz>15
plot(cos((−137+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−137+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r')
else
end
saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/oppfattetkilde/' cell2mat(names
(zz)) '.eps']), 'psc2')
end
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B.6.2 Lowpassed
clear all
warning off
measnames = {'optmeas_10112007_1738/optmeas_phys_C_compoff_optoff'
'optmeas_10112007_1917/optmeas_phys_C_compon_optoff' ... etc
names = {'Center comp:off opt:off' 'Center comp:on opt:off' '
Center comp:on opt:distance' ... etc
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20);
scrnsize = get(0, 'ScreenSize');
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [1920 150 scrnsize(3)/2 scrnsize
(4)]);
set(0, 'DefaultLineLineWidth', 2);
number = 2^11; %defines samples to shorten impulse response
up=256;
down=128;
fs = 48000;
p1 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p2 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p3 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p4 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
p5 = zeros(121, length(measnames));
for jj=1:length(measnames)
tic
currentname = cell2mat(measnames(jj));
ch1 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch2 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch3 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch4 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
ch5 = zeros(121,number); %makes a 2D zero matrix
for ii=1:121
%make suitable strings for importing files to matlab
file1 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch1.wmb'];
file2 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch2.wmb'];
file3 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch3.wmb'];
file4 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch4.wmb'];
file5 = [currentname '_deg_' num2str(ii*3−3) 'Ch5.wmb'];
%import data and resample
file11 = interp(resample(loadimp(file1), 1, down), up);
file22 = interp(resample(loadimp(file2), 1, down), up);
file33 = interp(resample(loadimp(file3), 1, down), up);
file44 = interp(resample(loadimp(file4), 1, down), up);
file55 = interp(resample(loadimp(file5), 1, down), up);
%shortens and puts into big matrix
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ch1(ii,:) = −file11(1500:number+1499);
ch2(ii,:) = −file22(1500:number+1499);
ch3(ii,:) = −file33(1500:number+1499);
ch4(ii,:) = −file44(1500:number+1499);
ch5(ii,:) = −file55(1500:number+1499);
[a, phisource1] = max(ch1(ii,:));
[b, phisource2] = max(ch2(ii,:));
[c, phisource3] = max(ch3(ii,:));
[d, phisource4] = max(ch4(ii,:));
[e, phisource5] = max(ch5(ii,:));
p1(ii, jj) = phisource1;
p2(ii, jj) = phisource2;
p3(ii, jj) = phisource3;
p4(ii, jj) = phisource4;
p5(ii, jj) = phisource5;
end
disp(['I have completed iteration ' num2str(jj) ' of 18....
why?'])
why %to make time go by when matlab is working
time=toc;
disp(['and I used ' num2str(time) ' seconds!'])
disp(' ')
end
x=1:121;
%define sinusoidal fit process
sinusfit = fittype('a0+a1*cos(2*pi*x/c1+phi)');
options=fitoptions(sinusfit);
options.startpoint=[1600 2 10 0];
options.lower=[1600 8 120 0];
options.upper=[2100 700 122 2*pi];
p1fitvec = zeros(121,18);
p2fitvec = zeros(121,18);
p3fitvec = zeros(121,18);
p4fitvec = zeros(121,18);
p5fitvec = zeros(121,18);
%fit curves
for ii=1:18
p1fit = fit(x',p1(:,ii), sinusfit, options);
p2fit = fit(x',p2(:,ii), sinusfit, options);
p3fit = fit(x',p3(:,ii), sinusfit, options);
p4fit = fit(x',p4(:,ii), sinusfit, options);
p5fit = fit(x',p5(:,ii), sinusfit, options);
for jj=1:121
p1fitvec(jj,ii) = p1fit(jj);
p2fitvec(jj,ii) = p2fit(jj);
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p3fitvec(jj,ii) = p3fit(jj);
p4fitvec(jj,ii) = p4fit(jj);
p5fitvec(jj,ii) = p5fit(jj);
end
end
close all
for ii=1:18
figure
plot(p3fitvec(:,ii),'g')
hold on
plot(p3(:,ii),'r')
end
[aa, phisource1] = min(p1fitvec);
phisource1 = phisource1*3−3;
[bb, phisource2] = min(p2fitvec);
phisource2 = phisource2*3−3;
[cc, phisource3] = min(p3fitvec);
phisource3 = phisource3*3−3;
[dd, phisource4] = min(p4fitvec);
phisource4 = phisource4*3−3;
[ee, phisource5] = min(p5fitvec);
phisource5 = phisource5*3−3;
phi = zeros(5,length(measnames));
for kk=1:length(measnames)
phi(1,kk)= phisource1(kk);
phi(2,kk)= phisource2(kk);
phi(3,kk)= phisource3(kk);
phi(4,kk)= phisource4(kk);
phi(5,kk)= phisource5(kk);
end
phi = phi + 90; %rotate measurements to fit into lsp setup
%plot all perceived angles along with the ITU775 speaker setup
for zz = 1:length(measnames)
figure(gcf+1)
plot(cos((phi(1,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(1,zz))*2*pi/360), '+b
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
axis off
hold on
plot(cos((phi(2,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(2,zz))*2*pi/360), 'oy
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(3,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(3,zz))*2*pi/360), '*m
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(4,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(4,zz))*2*pi/360), '.c
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
plot(cos((phi(5,zz))*2*pi/360), sin((phi(5,zz))*2*pi/360), 'xk
', 'MarkerSize', 30)
legend('mic1','mic2','mic3','mic4','mic5')
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title(cell2mat(names(zz)))
xlim([−1.1 1.1])
ylim([−1.1 1.1])
plot(0,1, 's', 'MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((30+90)*2*pi/360), sin((30+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((−30+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−30+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((110+90)*2*pi/360), sin((110+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(cos((−110+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−110+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'g')
plot(0,0, 'o', 'MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'b')
if zz>15
plot(cos((−137+90)*2*pi/360), sin((−137+90)*2*pi/360), 's', '
MarkerSize', 50, 'MarkerEdgeColor', 'r')
else
end
axis([−1 1 −0.8 1.1])
saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/oppfattetkilde/lavpass/'
cell2mat(names(zz)) '.eps']), 'psc2')
end
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B.6.3 Errorestimate
% Makes error estimate of fft's. Must be run in folder containing
% measurement folders
warning off
% vector with names of all measurements and measurement folders
measnames = {'optmeas_10112007_1738/optmeas_phys_C_compoff_optoff'
'optmeas_10112007_1917/optmeas_phys_C_compon_optoff' ... etc
set(0, 'DefaultAxesFontSize', 20);
l = length(measnames);
phi = [0:3:360];
down = 32; %downsample
up = 32; %upsample
% smoothing
smoothingon = 1; %desides wether to use smooting or not. 1:
smoothing on, 0: smooting off
octfrac = 3; % i.e. 3 gives smoothing over 1/3 octave bands
fstart = 20; % start frequency
fend = 20000; % end frequency
if smoothingon == 1
npoints= 500; % new vector resolution if smooting on
else
npoints= 4096; % vector resolution if smoothing off
end
% create zero matrixes
errormic1 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic2 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic3 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic4 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic5 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic11 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic22 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic33 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic44 = zeros(121, npoints);
errormic55 = zeros(121, npoints);
% extract data
[bigmat1, Fs] = makebig(cell2mat(measnames(17)), down, up);
bigmatref = makebig(cell2mat(measnames(15)), down, up); % sets
reference matrix as physical source with compensation.
%get frequency response data and perform smoothing
for jj=1:121
[y1, y1abs, fvec] = plotfft(bigmat1(1,:,jj), Fs);
[y1ref, y1refabs] = plotfft(bigmatref(1,:,jj), Fs);
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if smoothingon == 1
[y1abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y1abs,octfrac,fstart,fend
,npoints);
[y1refabs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y1refabs,octfrac,
fstart,fend,npoints);
end
[y2, y2abs, fvec] = plotfft(bigmat1(2,:,jj), Fs);
[y2ref, y2refabs] = plotfft(bigmatref(2,:,jj), Fs);
if smoothingon == 1
[y2abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y2abs,octfrac,fstart,fend
,npoints);
[y2refabs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y2refabs,octfrac,
fstart,fend,npoints);
end
[y3, y3abs, fvec] = plotfft(bigmat1(3,:,jj), Fs);
[y3ref, y3refabs] = plotfft(bigmatref(3,:,jj), Fs);
if smoothingon == 1
[y3abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y3abs,octfrac,fstart,fend
,npoints);
[y3refabs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y3refabs,octfrac,
fstart,fend,npoints);
end
[y4, y4abs, fvec] = plotfft(bigmat1(4,:,jj), Fs);
[y4ref, y4refabs] = plotfft(bigmatref(4,:,jj), Fs);
if smoothingon == 1
[y4abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y4abs,octfrac,fstart,fend
,npoints);
[y4refabs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y4refabs,octfrac,
fstart,fend,npoints);
end
[y5, y5abs, fvec] = plotfft(bigmat1(5,:,jj), Fs);
[y5ref, y5refabs] = plotfft(bigmatref(5,:,jj), Fs);
if smoothingon == 1
[y5abs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y5abs,octfrac,fstart,fend
,npoints);
[y5refabs, fvecsmo] = F2smospa(fvec,y5refabs,octfrac,
fstart,fend,npoints);
end
%make error matrix
errormic1(jj, :) = (y1abs)./y1refabs;
errormic2(jj, :) = (y2abs)./y2refabs;
errormic3(jj, :) = (y3abs)./y3refabs;
errormic4(jj, :) = (y4abs)./y4refabs;
errormic5(jj, :) = (y5abs)./y5refabs;
end
if smoothingon == 0
fvecsmo = fvec;
end
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fmax = Fs/down/2
savesize = [1,1,30,10];
%mesh all 5 microphones frequency response error over 360degrees
figure(gcf)
subplot(1,2,1)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic11))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(85, 15);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Mic 1')
xlabel('F (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
subplot(1,2,2)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic11))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(0, 0);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Sideview of figure Mic 1')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
set(gcf, 'renderer', 'painter', 'paperposition', savesize)
% saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/error/lsperror1' num2str(gcf) '
.eps']), 'psc2')
print(gcf, '−depsc', '../Bilder/master/error/lsperror1.eps')
figure(gcf+1)
subplot(1,2,1)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic22))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(85, 15);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Mic 2')
xlabel('F (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
subplot(1,2,2)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic22))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(0, 0);
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shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Sideview of figure Mic 2')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
set(gcf, 'renderer', 'painter', 'paperposition', savesize)
% saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/error/lsperror2' num2str(gcf) '
.eps']), 'psc2')
print(gcf, '−depsc', '../Bilder/master/error/lsperror2.eps')
figure(gcf+1)
subplot(1,2,1)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic33))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(85, 15);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Mic 3')
xlabel('F (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
subplot(1,2,2)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic33))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(0, 0);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Sideview of figure Mic 3')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
set(gcf, 'renderer', 'painter', 'paperposition', savesize)
% saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/error/lsperror3' num2str(gcf) '
.eps']), 'psc2')
print(gcf, '−depsc', '../Bilder/master/error/lsperror3.eps')
figure(gcf+1)
subplot(1,2,1)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic44))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(85, 15);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Mic 4')
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xlabel('F (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
subplot(1,2,2)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic44))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(0, 0);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Sideview of figure Mic 4')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
set(gcf, 'renderer', 'painter', 'paperposition', savesize)
% saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/error/lsperror4' num2str(gcf) '
.eps']), 'psc2')
print(gcf, '−depsc', '../Bilder/master/error/lsperror4.eps')
figure(gcf+1)
subplot(1,2,1)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic55))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(85, 15);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Mic 5')
xlabel('F (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
subplot(1,2,2)
surf(log10(fvecsmo), phi, 10*log10(errormic55))
axis([1.7 2.3 0 360 −10 10]);
caxis([−2 2]);
view(0, 0);
shading flat
set(gca,'xtick', [1.8 2 2.3 2.6 2.88 3 4])
set(gca,'xticklabel', [63 100 200 400 750 1000 10000])
title('Sideview of figure Mic 5')
xlabel('Frequency (Hz)');
ylabel('\theta \circ')
zlabel('Freq. resp. error (dB)')
set(gcf, 'renderer', 'painter', 'paperposition', savesize)
% saveas(gcf,(['../Bilder/master/error/lsperror5' num2str(gcf) '
.eps']), 'psc2')
print(gcf, '−depsc', '../Bilder/master/error/lsperror5.eps')
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